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Abstract

Optimal topology control is an essential factor for efficient development of wireless mesh networks. For this purpose, a
set of available tools can be exploited including power control, rate adaptation, channel assignment, channel selection,
scheduling and routing. In most recent studies, only some of these tools are applied for throughput maximization. In
this paper, we first propose a comprehensive cross-layer resource allocation model for topology control in which a
complete set of available tools are exploited in order to guarantee the fairness, balancing and robustness, in addition
to throughput maximization. This leads to an NP-complete problem; therefore, we propose a four steps heuristic
method based on problem decomposition to reduce the computational complexity. In first step, the best K potential
paths with disjoint vertices are extracted between each pair of nodes. In second step, a method based on the genetic
algorithm is proposed in order to assign frequency channels to the links of these paths. This assignment procedure
must preserve the essential links and must reduce the potential interference of the network. In third step, best
compatible configurations are extracted on each frequency channel using power control and rate adaptation. It must
be performed such that minimizes the power consumption, maximizes the transmission rate and provides the
transmission rate balancing on the links. In last step, a cross-layer method is proposed for selecting the best path
between each pair of nodes such that throughput maximization, fairness, and balancing on nodes and frequency
channels are met. Validation in terms of numerical results demonstrates the efficiency of our proposed method for
topology control in wireless mesh networks.

Keywords: Multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh network, Resource allocation, Topology control, Genetic algorithm,
Robustness against failures, Fairness, Balancing

1 Introduction
Recently, there is a growing interest in providing multi-
media and wideband services on wireless networks. In
this regard, wireless mesh networks have attracted much
attention. These networks are classified as multi-hop
networks and provide significant benefits including
low-cost deployment, robustness and simple configur-
ation [1–3]. In order to guarantee the quality of service
in wireless mesh networks, the optimal resource alloca-
tion and topology control is essential [4, 5]. To this end,
extensive research has been performed to modify the
existing algorithms and to develop the novel algorithms.

1.1 Motivation
A wireless mesh network is composed of wireless mesh
routers connected to each other by wideband connec-
tions. Mesh routers are fixed nodes that play both the
role of data routing and providing access points for net-
work clients. With the development of technology, wire-
less mesh routers are equipped with several radio
interfaces capable of rate and power adjustment. Al-
though, increasing the transmission power leads to the
increasing transmission rate, it increases the interference
and therefore, reduces the number of simultaneous
transmissions [3]. Moreover, several non-overlapping
channels are available in these networks where the effi-
cient assignment of these channels to the radio inter-
faces results in throughput improvement [6, 7].
Consequently, the problem of trade-off between power* Correspondence: mirjalily@yazd.ac.ir
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control and rate adaptation and efficient channel assign-
ment must be addressed in wireless mesh networks. This
procedure may result in more than one common chan-
nel between two nodes producing a multi-graph top-
ology for the network. Therefore, the proper selection of
frequency channels is essential for increasing the net-
work performance [8].
Since the number of frequency channels is limited, the

simultaneous transmission on some links with the same
channel is impossible. In order to reduce the co-channel
interference, the power control and rate adjustment must
be used. Moreover, the interfering transmissions can be
scheduled on different time slots using a time-based
scheduling algorithm. As a result, the optimal allocation
of transmissions to the time slots along with the power
control and rate adaptation is another problem that
should be considered. Finally, the cross-layer routing to-
gether with the layer-2 tools including channel assignment
and selection, scheduling, power control and rate adapta-
tion are essential for performance improvement. In most
studies [4, 5, 9–17], only some of the available tools are
exploited for efficient allocation of resources. Our pro-
posed method includes a comprehensive set of tools to
improve the network operation.
Based on the application of wireless mesh network, the

objectives like throughput maximization, fairness between
traffic demands, balancing of frequency channels
utilization, and node utilization balancing must be consid-
ered. However, only throughput maximization has been
investigated in most researches [9–17]. This can result in
some serious problems in the network. Firstly, because
of the imbalance in resource utilization, the network con-
gestion is occurred in some areas while the other areas
carry low volume of traffic. Secondly, the fairness between
traffic demands is not established and therefore, some
traffic demands are not satisfied. Thirdly, the density of
mesh routers is usually low and the traffic volumes are
high; therefore, the failure of a router, even for a moment,
greatly increases the packet losses. For this reason, in
addition to the above-mentioned objectives, the robust-
ness of the network against failures should also be consid-
ered. According to the definition provided in [18], if the
network graph is K-Connected, the network will remain
connected even after the failure of fewer than K nodes.
Therefore, wireless mesh networks must be designed such
that the K-Connectivity feature of the graph is guaranteed.

1.2 Methods
In this paper, we first introduce the problem of Fault-
Tolerant Topology Control with Throughput
Maximization, Balancing and Fairness (FTTC-TMBF) in
which a comprehensive cross-layer resource allocation
problem is modeled for topology control. In this model,
a complete set of topology control tools are used

including power control, rate adaptation, channel assign-
ment, channel selection, scheduling and routing. Here,
we define the objective function with the aims of
throughput maximization, frequency channel utilization
balancing, node utilization balancing, fairness and ro-
bustness against failures.
As it has been pointed out in [13, 14], the power

control in wireless mesh network is NP-complete. This
issue is a subset of the topology control problem that
has been studied in this paper; therefore, FTTC-TMBF
is NP-complete and the computational complexity of
FTTC-TMBF increases exponentially with any increase
in the network size. In this paper, we propose the Heur-
istic FTTC-TMBF (HFTTC-TMBF) method that is
composed of four steps. In first step, we suggest an ap-
propriate objective function to select the best K disjoint
paths between each pair of nodes. This function mini-
mizes the number of hops and the consumed power
and also takes into account the node utilization
balancing. In next step, the Genetic-Based Link
Channel Assignment (GB-LCA) algorithm is proposed
for assigning channels to links such that potential
interference is minimized. In third step, we use the
Genetic-Based Compatible Set Formation (GB-CSF) al-
gorithm for extracting the set of common-channel links
with minimum interference. For this purpose, power
control and rate adaptation tools are employed and the
cost function is minimized by using the genetic algo-
rithm for each compatible set of links. Finally, we intro-
duce the Genetic Based Cross Layer Paths Selection
(GB-CLPS) algorithm, in which the best paths between
each pair of nodes are selected by considering through-
put maximization, fairness and balancing on frequency
channels and nodes. The proposed algorithms of this
paper is implemented in a centralized manner. Since
the topology of wireless mesh networks are nearly fixed,
the centralized implementation is a proper choice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Re-

lated studies are reviewed in section 2. Section 3 de-
fines the model and assumptions of the study. The
cross-layer topology optimization problem is formu-
lated in section 4. The details of HFTTC-TMBF solu-
tion are provided in section 5. The simulation results
are analyzed in section 6. Finally, the paper is con-
cluded in Section 7.

2 Related work
In recent years, extensive research has been per-
formed on cross-layer design of wireless mesh net-
works. In [9], the authors exploited the Mixed-Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) to model throughput
optimization in wireless mesh networks based on all
available tools including power control, rate adapta-
tion, channel assignment and routing. For this reason,
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it is a suitable choice to be compared with our pro-
posed approach. In [9], the optimization process is di-
vided in two phases. In the first phase, the authors
find an optimum time-slot assignment for a scenario
with a single shared channel, taking into consider-
ation the routing. In the second one, starting from
the first phase solution, a complete solution is built
up for the multi-channel multi-radio scenario. Since
this problem is NP-complete, a heuristic method
based on the compatible configurations is proposed in
which all the links that are feasible to transmit on
the same channel at the same time are extracted. The
advantage of the model presented in [9] is its com-
pleteness because it considers all available tools and
is the first complete model introduced in this field.
However, its disadvantage is that its objective is only
throughput maximization and it does not consider
the balancing, fairness and robustness against failures
that are very important in WMNs. In our proposed
model FTTC-TMBF, we have added the balancing,
fairness and K-connectivity feature to themodel intro-
duced in [9]. In addition, we presented a four-step solu-
tion where in first step, a heuristic method and in second
to forth ones, a solution based on the genetic algorithm
are used. In summary, we have proposed a comprehensive
model in FTTC-TMBF to optimize the wireless mesh
networks in which the objectives of throughput
maximization, balancing, fairness and K-connectivity is
considered, in addition to using all available tools; while,
the model introduced in [9], only have considered the ob-
jective of throughput maximization. Moreover, in com-
parison to [9], we have proposed HFTTC-TMBF in which
a heuristic method and genetic algorithm is used for solv-
ing the problem.
In 2010, Luo et al. [10] developed two computational

tools for joint optimization of rate control, power con-
trol, scheduling and routing. Moreover, they studied the
relationship between frequency reuse and network per-
formance as well as the benefits of multi-hop against
single-hop. The tools developed by Luo et al. are based
on the column generation and series solution of the
problem, which produces the suboptimal solution in an
acceptable time. In [9, 10], objectives such as fairness,
balancing and robustness against failures are not
considered.
In [11, 12], the authors exploited the MILP and for-

mulated the problem of gateway nodes selection along
with the power control, routing and time slot assign-
ment to maximize the service level of the nodes.
They proposed a heuristic method to solve the prob-
lem in a serial manner, which is composed of several
steps. The issues of rate adaptation and channel as-
signment/selection are not considered in these
references.

Hedayati et al. [13], proposed a centralized ap-
proach to optimize the power consumption and rate
adaptation with the aim of throughput maximization.
They proposed a distributed version of their algo-
rithm in [14] where useful tools such as channel as-
signment and routing are not used. In [15], the
problem of robust topology control in multi-channel
multi-radio wireless mesh networks is investigated.
The authors formulated the problem in the form of a
Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) to
maximize the end-to-end rate by considering the con-
straints of routing, co-channel interference and fre-
quency channel switching. In order to reduce the
computational complexity of the problem, the authors
proposed a heuristic method, which decomposes the
problem, and then a binary search algorithm is used
to find the sub-problem solution. However, some ob-
jectives like fairness and balancing are not considered
in any of the discussed references.
In [16, 17], the fairness objective is investigated in

addition to the throughput maximization. The authors
in [16], developed a model and then solved it by using
the serialization method. In this reference, the network
is assumed to be single-radio single-channel and
single-rate; hence, the channel assignment and rate
adaptation problems are ignored. In [17], differentiation
among traffic flows is investigated such that the mini-
mum fairness among different flows is guaranteed. This
leads to the efficient distribution of bandwidth between
clients. However, the effect of power control, rate adap-
tation and channel assignment are not considered in
this work.
In [19], we proposed a cross layer framework for the

optimal topology control where different tools such as
power control, rate adaptation, scheduling, channel as-
signment and routing tools have been used to achieve
the goals such as throughput improvement and balan-
cing. In this paper, robustness against failure and node
utilization have not been modeled appropriately. More-
over, the issue of fairness is not considered. In [20], we
have represented a heuristic method for topology con-
trol. However, some objectives like fairness and balan-
cing have not been considered implicitly in this
reference.
In [21, 22], the throughput maximization and bal-

ancing objectives are investigated. The authors in
[21] proposed a heuristic method by using the chan-
nel selection and rate adaptation tools. In [22], the
authors indicated that the ad hoc routing methods
are not appropriate for wireless mesh networks. They
proposed a novel routing method with the aim of
balancing improvement. However, none of these ref-
erences has considered the complete set of tools and
objectives.
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Due to the computational complexity of the
cross-layer optimization problem, various meta-heuristic
methods have been proposed in recent studies [23–25].
In [23], a new routing method named MNSGA-II is pro-
posed in which a Genetic Algorithm (GA) procedure is
used to extract the best paths with the aims of minimiz-
ing the number of transmissions and delay. However,
the other objectives and tools are not considered. In
[24], we proposed a GA-based method for power and
rate control along with scheduling in the wireless mesh
networks. The objective function of this method only in-
cludes the minimization of the number of time slots.
Moreover, the routing and channel assignment are not
considered. The authors in [25] investigated multicast
routing and channel assignment problems simultaneously
using a GA-based method in which power control and
rate adaptation tools are ignored. In this method, the
multicast trees are determined at first using differential
evolution technique and then the channel assignment is
performed by using a GA-based method. While the
throughput maximization and fairness are considered in
this reference, the balancing factor is not considered.
In [26–28], various methods of topology modification

have been proposed in order to preserve the network ro-
bustness against failures. The authors in [26] proposed a
new protocol for topology control in wireless mesh net-
work of hand-held devices. They selected a dominant set
of interconnected nodes where the routing function is
active in these nodes. This protocol results in the reduc-
tion of collision, overhead, interference and energy con-
sumption. However, the network is assumed single-
channel, in which each node has a simple radio interface
with no rate and power adjustment capability. In [27],
Peng et al. proposed a linear network coding based
fault-tolerant routing, which can recover the lost packets
by the source. This method, by using multi-path routing
and random linear network coding improves the con-
ventional node selection methods. Another topology
control method is investigated in [28], where the authors
have created a K-Connected graph based on the channel
assignment and routing. In these references, the authors
have studied only some of the objectives which does not
include the fairness and balancing.
Reviewing the previous references, it seems that pro-

posing a comprehensive model for optimum resource al-
location and topology control is still an open issue in
wireless mesh networks. In this paper, we investigate the
problem of topology control in wireless mesh networks
which includes the following contributions,

� A comprehensive cross-layer model for topology
control problem is developed in which tools includ-
ing power control, rate adaptation, channel assign-
ment and selection, scheduling and routing are used.

� A complete set of objectives such as throughput
maximization, balancing and fairness is considered.

� A decomposition-based heuristic method is pro-
posed in order to reduce the computational com-
plexity of the problem.

� A new routing metric is introduced to determine
the best K potential individual paths between node
pairs based on the K-Connectivity feature

� A channel assignment method based on the genetic
algorithm is proposed to reduce the potential
interference while preserves the K-Connectivity
feature of the network

� Genetic algorithm is used for power control and rate
adaptation in order to determine the compatible links.

� A heuristic method based on genetic algorithm is
introduced for selecting the best path in order to
provide fairness and balancing.

3 Network model and assumptions
In this paper, we model the network with a directed
graph G = (V, E) where V = {v1, v2, v3,…, vn}represents n
nodes (wireless mesh routers) placed in a given area and
E denotes the set of links between the nodes. In order to
determine E, the interference model should be defined.
In [29], two different interference models are introduced
including the protocol interference model and physical
interference model. The first model is specified with
transmission range and interference range parameters in
which all nodes in the transmission range of a given
node can receive its messages correctly. In this model, if
all messages are transmitted on the same frequency
channel, the transmission on a given link can lead to
interference on all links placed in the interference range
of the transmitting node. The sufficient condition for
the existence of a link between nodes i and j in the phys-
ical interference model can be written as SINRij ≥ γ(ρ) in
which γ(ρ) represents a threshold level dependent on
transmission rate and SINR that is defined as,

SINRij ¼
pij Gij

N0 þ
X

∀emn∈Eneij
pmnGmj

ð1Þ

Here N0 is the thermal noise power, pijis the transmis-
sion power from node i to j, and Gij is the propagation
gain, such that Gij = (1/dij)

ε, where ε is a parameter
dependent on the shadowing and fading phenomena and
dij is the geometric distance between two nodes i and j.
Moreover, eij represents the link between two nodes i
and j. The second term of the denominator represents
the interference resulting from simultaneous transmis-
sion of other links with the transmission from i to j over
the same frequency channel. It is clear that for success-
ful reception at receiver node j with rate ρ, the SINRij
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must be greater than or equal to γ(ρ). In order to calcu-
late the denominator of SINRij, we ignore the effect of
links that the receiver j is placed outside the interference
range of their transmitters [20].
Here, we assume that node i is equipped with Iniradio

interfaces each has an omnidirectional antenna. Each
node transmits with one of the available rates R
= {ρ1, ρ2,…, ρM|ρ1 < ρ2<. … < ρM}, and selects its trans-
mission power continuously from [0, Pmax]. Moreover,
one of the available non-overlapping frequency channels
Ω = {ωi|1 ≤ i ≤H}is assigned to each radio interface. In
order to prevent the intra-node interference, different
channels must be assigned to radio interfaces of each
node; this means that each node can simultaneously
transmit on all of its radio interfaces. In this paper, we
assume a schedule-based MAC protocol according to
the TDMA with the maximum number of time slots in a
time frame is represented by Tmax. If Q is the set of node
pairs which have the traffic request for transmission,
then each traffic flow associated to the source and des-
tination pair (u, v) ∈Q is assumed to be unicast, where
TDuv represents the amount of traffic demand.
As mentioned before, robustness against failures re-

quires the network graph to be K-Connected. In [30],
Penrose proved that if the minimum degree of a network
graph is K, the network is K-Connected with high prob-
ability. Therefore, the minimum transmission power of
each node i with degree degiis,

Pmin
i ¼ min P∈ 0; Pmax½ � degi

�� ≥K
� �

; ∀i∈V ð2Þ

In this paper, it is assumed that the network graph is po-
tentially K-Connected in the condition of minimum trans-
mission rate and single frequency channel. Menger’s
theory says that there should be K paths with distinct ver-
tices between each pair of the nodes to guarantee the
K-Connectivity feature of the network [31].

4 Fault-tolerant topology control with throughput
maximization, balancing and fairness (FTTC-TMBF)
In this section, a comprehensive cross-layer model for
topology control named FTTC-TMBF is introduced. In
order to model the problem, some variables are defined
as follows:

� Xωt
ijk is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if at least

one packet in time slot t and frequency channel ω is
transmitted from node i to node j with rate ρk.

� Pt
ij is a real number from [0, Pmax] which shows the

transmission power of link eijin time slot t .
� f uvijt represents the amount of traffic on link eijthat

belongs to the traffic session (u, v)∈Q in time
slot t.

Table 1 summarizes all notations that will be used in
this section. By defining these variables, problem is for-
mulated as follows.
In FTTC-TMBF, the objectives are throughput

maximization, fairness, balancing and robustness against
failures; therefore, the objective function is:

Minimize α1

X
∀eij∈E

X
∀ω∈Ω

XM
k¼1

XTmax

t¼1

Xωt
ijk

TNmax
a

þ α2
σ2SF

σ2; max
SF

 !
þ α3

σ2n
σ2; max
n

� �
þ α4

σ2c
σ2; max
c

� �
ð3Þ

In the objective function (3), throughput maximization,
fairness, nodes utilization balancing and frequency chan-
nel utilization balancing are represented by four terms.
A- Throughput maximization - Since the matrix of

traffic demands is specified, the throughput
maximization is equivalent to minimizing the number of
time slots in which the links are transmitting the data
and is considered in first term of (3). In this equation,
TNmax

a is the maximum number of time slots in which the
links are transmitting data.
B- Fairness between traffic flows - If only maximiz-

ing the total throughput is considered in the objective
function, some sessions may receive the maximum ser-
vice rate while the others get much less. In this paper, to
provide fairness between traffic sessions, a satisfaction
factor for each traffic session (u,v) is defined as (4),

SFuv ¼ Cuv

TDuv
;∀ u; vð Þ∈Q

ð4Þ
In order to provide fairness, the variance of satisfac-

tion factor should be minimized. In (4), Cuv is the aver-
age capacity per time slot for the flow from u to v that is
defined as (5),

Cuv ¼ 1
TNuv

XTmax

t¼1

X
∀eij∈E

X
∀ω∈Ω

XM
k¼1

Zuv
ijt � Xωt

ijk � υ ρk
� �

; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q

ð5Þ
when TNuv is the maximum number of time slots in

which the flow from u to v is active. In (3), parameter

σ2; max
SF is the maximum variance of satisfaction factor and

σ2SF is the variance of satisfaction factor as defined by (6),

σ2SF ¼ 1
Qj j

X
∀ u;vð Þ∈Q

SFuv− �SFð Þ2 ð6Þ

where, |Q| represents the number of traffic demands in
the network and �SF is the average of satisfaction factor
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between different traffic demands resulting from
�SF ¼P∀ðu;vÞ∈QSFuv=jQj.
C- Channel utilization balancing - When the object-

ive function only includes the fairness and throughput
factors, the balancing in frequency channel utilization is
severely affected. In other words, congestion may occur
in one frequency channel, while the others carry a low
volume of traffic. Therefore, minimizing the variance of
channel utilization (σ2c ) must also be considered in the
objective function. For this purpose, we first define the
amount of channel utilization as follows,

Uω
c ¼

XTmax

t¼1

X
∀eij∈E

XM
k¼1

υ ρk
� �� Xωt

ijk ; ∀ω∈Ω ð7Þ

The variance of Uω
c is calculated from (8),

σ2c ¼
1
Ωj j
X
∀ω∈Ω

Uω
c −Uc

� �2 ð8Þ

where, Uc ¼
P

∀ω∈ΩU
ω
c =jΩj is the average of frequency

channel utilization.
D- Node utilization balancing - Similar to the balan-

cing of frequency channel utilization, minimizing the vari-
ance of node utilization ( σ2

n ) is also considered in the
objective function. The purpose of node utilization balan-
cing is distributing traffic eventually across different
nodes, but channel balancing means distributing traffic on
different frequency channels. By defining the node
utilization as (9), its variance is calculated from (10),

Ui
n ¼

1
Ini

XTmax

t¼1

X
∀ω∈Ω

X
∀eij∈E

XM
k¼1

υ ρk
� �� Xωt

ijk

0
@ þ

X
∀eqi∈E

XM
k¼1

υ ρk
� �� Xωt

qik

1
A ; ∀i∈V

ð9Þ

σ2n ¼
1
n

X
∀i∈V

Ui
n−Un

� �2 ð10Þ

where, Un ¼
P

∀i∈VU
i
n=n shows the average of node

utilization for all nodes in the network. To adjust the
importance of each of the four objective factors in (3),
we use the coefficients αi; i = 1, …, 4, where ∑i = 1, …, 4αi
= 1. It is important to note that all of these objective fac-
tors must be normalized before summation.
The constraints of FTTC-TMBF are shown below in

eqs. (11) to (23). These constraints can be categorized in
three classes: second layer constraints, third layer con-
straints and cross-layer constraints. The second layer
constraints are provided in (11) to (14). Eq. (11) shows
the constraint of SINR for transmission on link eij in fre-
quency channel ω and time slot t given that some other
links are active at the same frequency channel and the
same time slot. The lower bound of transmission power
on each link is shown in (12). This quantity should be
higher than the minimum power required for transmitter

Table 1 List of some notations used in this paper

Notation Description

Ini Number of radio interfaces of node i

R Set of M available transmission rates

Pmax Maximum transmission power

Ω Set of non-overlapping channels

chi Set of channels assigned to node i

G Directed network graph

V Set of n mesh routers

E Set of directed links

eij Directed link from node i to node j

Gij Propagation gain

dij Geometric distance between two nodes i and j

SINRij Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio in the receiver of link eij

γ(ρ) SINR threshold corresponding to the rate ρ

N0 Thermal noise power

Pmin
i Minimum transmission power of node i to satisfy K-degree

requirement

Tmax Maximum number of time slots in a time frame

Pij Transmission power from node i to node j

degi Degree of node i

TDuv The amount of traffic demand from source node u to
destination node v

Xωt
ijk A binary variable which is equal to 1 if the transmission from

node i to node j is scheduled in time slot t with frequency
channel ω and transmission rate ρk

Ptij Transmission power of link eijscheduled in time slot t

f uvijt The amount of traffic belongs to traffic session
(u, v) ∈Q passed on link eij in time slot t

Zuvijt A binary parameter which is equal to 1 if f uvijt ≻0

υ(ρk) The amount of transmitted traffic in one time slot at rate ρk

Cuv End-to-end average throughput of traffic session (u, v) ∈Q
in each time slot

SFuv Satisfaction factor for each traffic session (u, v) ∈Q

σ2SF Variance of satisfaction factor

�SF Average satisfaction factor of all sessions

σ2; max
SF

Maximum variance of satisfaction factor

Ui
n Utilization of node i

σ2n Variance of Ui
n

Un Average utilization of all nodes

σ2; max
n Maximum variance of node utilization

Uω
c Utilization of channel ω

σ2c Variance of Uω
c

Uc Average utilization of all channels

σ2; max
c Maximum variance of channel utilization
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node to be K-degree. Moreover, it should be higher than
the minimum power required for a successful reception
assumed no other link is active with the same frequency
channel. The half-duplex property of each radio interface
is represented in (13). According to (14), the maximum
number of concurrent connections in a node is restricted
to the number of its radio interfaces.

Pt
ij Gij≥γ ρk

� �� Xωt
ijk � N0 þ

X
∀emn∈Eneij

XM
h¼1

Pt
mnGmjX

ωt
mnh

0
@

1
A

;∀eij∈E; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g; ∀k ¼ 1; 2;…;M; ∀ω∈Ω

ð11Þ
Pt
ij≥ max

γ ρk
� �� N0 � Xωt

ijk

Gij

 !
; Pmin

i

 !

; ∀eij∈E; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g; ∀k ¼ 1; 2;…;M; ∀ω∈Ω

ð12Þ
X
∀eij∈E

XM
k¼1

Xωt
ijk þ

X
∀ejq∈E

XM
k¼1

Xωt
jqk ≤1

; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g; ∀ j∈V ; ∀ω∈Ω

ð13Þ

X
∀ω∈Ω

X
∀eij∈E

XM
k¼1

Xωt
ijk þ

X
∀ejq∈E

XM
k¼1

Xωt
jqk

0
@

1
A≤ In j

; ∀ j∈V ; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g

ð14Þ

For third layer, the constraints of packet delivery
in end-to-end traffic flows are considered by
(15)–(18). Constraint (15) represents that the total
traffic flow exported from the source node (or
imported to the destination node) in every session
must be equal to the amount of traffic demand at
that session. As mentioned before, there should be
K disjoint paths between each node pair of set Q to
guarantee the K-Connectivity feature of the net-
work. This constraint is showed in (16)–(18), where
Zuv
ijt is a binary parameter which is equal to 1 if f uvijt

> 0. Constraint (16) shows that the output traffic of
each source node routes to the K individual paths.
Similarly, (17) shows that the input traffic to each
destination node is delivered from K distinct paths.
Finally, (18) describes that the traffic between u
and v passes from a middle node no more than
once. These constraints guarantee the distinction of
paths of each traffic flow.

XTmax

t¼1

X
∀ j∈V

f uvijt−
X
∀q∈V

f uvqit

 !
¼

TDuv ; i ¼ u
−TDuv ; i ¼ v
0 ; otherwise

8<
: ; ∀i∈V ; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q

ð15ÞX
∀ j∈V

Zuv
u jt ≥K ; ∀ðu; vÞ∈Q; ð16Þ

X
∀i∈V

Zuv
ivt ≥K ; ∀ðu; vÞ∈Q;

ð17ÞX
∀i∈V∖u;v

Zuv
i jt ≤1;

X
∀m∈V∖u;v

Zuv
jmt ≤1 ; ∀ j∈V∖u; v;

ð18Þ
The cross-layer constraints between network and MAC

layers are expressed in (19) and (20). Constraint (19) rep-
resents the relationship between variables of second and
third layers. It implies that the total traffic transmitted on
a link cannot be more than the maximum capacity of that
link regarding the transmission rate, where υ(ρk) repre-
sents the amount of transmitted traffic in one time slot at
rate ρk. Constraint (20) indicates that if some traffic de-
mands pass through a link, it should be active on at least
one time slot with the assigned frequency channel and
transmission rate. Finally, the variations of decision vari-
ables are given in (21)–(23).

X
∀ðu;vÞ∈Q

f uvi jt ≤
X
∀ω∈Ω

XM
k¼1

υðρkÞ � Xωt
i jk ; ∀ei j∈E; ∀t∈f1; 2;…;Tmaxg

ð19Þ

Zuv
ijt ≤

X
∀ω∈Ω

XM
k¼1

Xωt
ijk ; ∀eij∈E; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g

ð20Þ
Pt
ij≤P

max ; ∀eij∈E; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g
ð21Þ

Xωt
i jk∈f0; 1g; ∀ei j∈E; ∀t∈f1; 2;…;Tmaxg ; ∀k ¼ 1; 2;…;M; ∀ω∈Ω

ð22Þ
f uvijt ≥0 ; ∀t∈ 1; 2;…;Tmaxf g; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q; ∀eij∈E

ð23Þ

5 The proposed heuristic solution for FTTC-TMBF
problem
As mentioned before, the computational complexity of
the proposed topology control problem is high. In order
to reduce this complexity, we introduce HFTTC-TMBF
which is based on decomposing the problem to four
sub-problems including KPBP, GB-LCA, GB-CSF and
GB-CLPS. The implementation of HFTTC-TMBF algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 1. In this section, the implementa-
tion of these sub-problems is presented. Table 2
summarizes all notations that will be used in this section.

5.1 First step- K-potential best paths selection (KPBP)
With respect to the Menger theory, if a network graph is
K-Connected, then the graph should have K paths with
distinct vertices between each pair of nodes. To this end,
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we have proposed KPBP in [20] which finds the best K
disjoint paths between each node pair of set Q such that
the traffic delivery is guaranteed in the case of K-1 fail-
ures. In brief, the initial graph is formed based on the
transmission with maximum power and minimum rate.
Next, all of the vertices-disjoint paths between each
node pair of set Q are extracted. To this end, the short-
est path between the two nodes is obtained and all of
the vertices and links of this path are removed. Then the
second path is determined and removed from the graph.
This procedure is continued until all paths are extracted.
Finally using eq. (24) for each path, the best K paths be-
tween nodes are obtained. Since in this step, no traffic
demand is on the links, the proposed metric has poten-
tially find K disjoint paths. This metric is a combination
of the hop counts, power consumption for transmission
on the links of the path and amount of usage from each

node in different paths. If the number of disjoint paths
and indices of nodes on the lth path between two nodes
u and v are shown by NoPuv and Pathuv, l ; l = 1, …,
NoPuv, respectively, then proposed cost function for
choosing the best K potential paths is formulated in
(24),

RCFuv;l ¼ α1Ĥuv;l þ α2P̂uv;l þ α3B̂uv;l ;α1 þ α2 þ α3 ¼ 1

; ∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1; 2;…;NoPuv

ð24Þ

The first term of the cost function represents a generic
routing measure which lead to the minimization of the
number of hop counts. In (24), Ĥuv;l is the normalized
value of the number of hops on the lth path between
nodes u and v as defined in (25),

Ĥuv;l ¼
Pathuv;l
�� ��−1

Max∀10¼1;…;NoPuv
Huv;l0
� � ; ∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1;…;NoPuv

ð25Þ
Here,|Pathuv, l| indicates the dimension of the set

Pathuv, l, and the denominator shows the maximum
number of hops on different paths between two nodes
used to normalize the number of hops.
If only the minimization of hop counts is considered,

the paths with long hops are selected for data transmis-
sion, which lead to increasing the power consumption of
transmitters and consequently more interference. There-
fore, power minimization must be considered in defining
routing measure. If we show the total potential power
consumption of all links on the lth path between u and v
with Psum

uv;l , and the maximum potential power consump-

tion of these links withPmax
uv;l , then P̂uv;l is defined accord-

ing to (26),

P̂uv;l ¼ 1
2
� Psum

uv;l

Max∀l0∈ 1;2;…;NoPuvf g Psum
uv;l0

� �
þ 1
2
� Pmax

uv;l

Max∀l0∈ 1;2;…;NoPuvf g Pmax
uv;l0

� �
;∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1;…;NoPuv

ð26Þ

In order to determine Psum
uv;l and Pmax

uv;l , the minimum

transmission power on each link must be calculated from
(1), assuming no other link is active simultaneously and
the transmission is performed using the minimum rate. In
eq. (26), the denominators of the first and second terms
show the maximum value of total power consumption for
different available paths and the maximum power con-
sumption of links for different paths, respectively.
In order to balance the node utilization, we prefer to

use the paths that their vertices are less used on other
paths. In this way, the normalized balance factor B̂uv;l is
defined in (27),

Fig. 1 The steps of HFTTC-TMBF
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Table 2 List of notations used in HFTTC-TMBF

Notation Description

K-Potential Best Paths Selection (KPBP)

NoPuv Number of paths between two nodes u and v

Pathuv, l Indices of nodes on the lth path between two nodes u and v

Ĥuv;l Normalized value of the number of hops on the lth path between two nodes u and v

Bnxuv;l Number of usage of node nx located on the lth path between nodes u and v on other paths

Psumuv;l Total power consumption of links on the lth path between two nodes u and v

Pmax
uv;l Maximum power consumption of links on the lth path between two nodes u and v

P̂uv;l Normalize power factor on the lth path between two nodes u and v

Bsumuv;l Total number of the usages of the nodes on the lth path between the two nodes u and v on other paths

Bmax
uv;l Maximum number of the usages of the nodes on the lth path between the two nodes u and v on other paths

B̂uv;l Normalized balance factor on the lth path between the two nodes u and v

RCFuv, ℓ Cost function of the lth path between nodes u and v

ΓFTL The set of required links to achieve a K-connected graph

|ΓFTL| Number of members in set ΓFTL

Genetic Based Links Channel Assignment (GB-LCA)

Xgτ
ijω Gene in GB-LCA algorithm that is 1 if channel ω is assigned to link eij in generation g and chromosome τ

Cgτ Chromosome in GB-LCA algorithm

Gg Generation population

PIgτ Potential interference on each chromosome Cgτ belonging to generation g

σ2;gτPI Variance of potential interference in each chromosome

PIgτω Potential interference on each chromosome Cgτbelonging to generation g in frequency channel ω

PIgmax Maximum potential interference among all chromosomes of generation g

σ2;g max
PI Maximum variance of interference among all chromosomes of generation g

COST(Cgτ) Cost function of chromosome Cgτ

Cgfa First parent (Father)

Cgma Second parent (Mother)

Cgτ
c Children chromosome

X
_gτ1
ijω Children gene

Cgτ
m Mutation chromosome

μ Mutation rate

nm Number of chromosomes resulting from mutation

nμ Number of mutated genes

np Number of chromosomes in current generation

nc Number of children chromosomes

ΓLCAω Set of links with frequency channel ω ∈Ω

Genetic Based Compatible Sets Formation (GB-CSF)

Pgτij Gene in GB-CSF that is the transmission power of each link eijbelonging to ΓLCAω

Sgτ Chromosome in GB-CSF algorithm

ρgτij Transmission rate correspondent to gene Pgτij

σ2;gτρ Transmission rate variance of links in the chromosome τ

ρgτ Transmission rate average of all links of the chromosome τ

Pgmax Maximum value of transmission power of the chromosome τ

ρgmax Maximum value of transmission rate of the chromosome τ

σ2;g max
ρ Maximum variance of transmission rate
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B̂uv;l ¼ 1
2
� Bmax

uv;l

Max∀l0∈ 1;2;…;NoPuvf g Bmax
uv;l0

� �
þ 1
2
� Bsum

uv;l

Max∀l0∈ 1;2;…;NoPuvf g Bsum
uv;l0

� �
; ∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1;…;NoPuv

ð27Þ

For node nx on the lth path between two nodes u and
v, if we show the number of its usage on other paths by
Bnx
uv;l, then Bmax

uv;l and Bsum
uv;l are defined as (28) and (29),

Bmax
uv;l ¼ Max∀nx∈pathuv;l Bnx

uv;l

� �
; ∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1;…;NoPuv

ð28Þ

Bsum
uv;l ¼

X
∀nx∈pathuv;l

Bnx
uv;l ; ∀u; v∈Q; l ¼ 1;…;NoPuv

ð29Þ

By applying the cost function (24) and extracting the
K paths between each pair of nodes, the set of required
links are achieved and stored in ΓFTL.

Table 2 List of notations used in HFTTC-TMBF (Continued)

Notation Description

COST(Sgτ) Cost function of chromosome Sgτ

Sgfa First parent (Father)

Sgma Second parent (Mother)

Sgτc Children chromosome

P
_gτ1
ij Children gene

Sgτm Mutation chromosome

~P
gτ
ij Mutation gene

Genetic Based Cross Layer Path Selection (GB-CLPS)

Xgτ
uvk This gene is 1 if kth path is selected for traffic flow of (u,v)

Ρgτ Chromosome in GB-CLPS algorithm

LT τij Traffic on link eij when all paths are selected based on chromosome τ

χ ij
uvl0 A binary parameter that is 1 if link eijis on l’th path between nodes u and v

TNgτ
ωm Number of time slots when mth configuration set is active on frequency channel ωin chromosome τ

Γωm Set of links belong to mth configuration set on frequency channel ω

σ2;gτSF Variance of satisfaction factor of different traffic flows

SFτuv Satisfaction factor of each traffic flow (u,v)

TNg max
s Maximum number of total time slots of all chromosomes

Cτ
uv Transmission rate of the link on the path from u to v which requires maximum number of time slots for transmission

pathτuv Set of links on the path selected between nodes u and v in chromosome τ

σ2;gτn Variance of node utilization

σ2;gτc Variance of frequency channel utilization

V τ
a Set of active nodes in chromosome τ

nτa Number of active nodes in chromosome τ

Uτ
i Utilization of node i in chromosome τ

U
τ
n Average of node utilization in chromosome τ

Ωτ
a Set of active frequency channels in chromosome τ

jΩτ
aj Number of active frequency channels in chromosome τ

Uτ
ω Utilization of frequency channel ω in chromosome τ

U
τ
c Average of frequency channel utilization in chromosome τ

Pgfa First parent (Father)

Pgma Second parent (Mother)

Pgτc Children chromosome

X
_gτ

uvk Children gene

Pgτm Mutation chromosome
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5.2 Second step- genetic based links channel assignment
(GB-LCA)
In section 5–1, the set of essential links for preserving
the K-connectivity feature of the graph is extracted and
stored in ΓFTL. In order to establish the transmission/re-
ception on each link of the set ΓFTL, there should be a
common channel between two end nodes of the link. In
this section, the genetic algorithm is used for assigning a
channel to these links considering the limited number of
radio interfaces in each node. In other words, if the end
node i belongs to several links from set ΓFTLand the
number of radio interfaces of i are Ini, the total number
of frequency channels assigned to this node cannot be
greater than Ini. In the following, required elements for
implementing GB-LCA are presented.

5.2.1 Genes, chromosome and population
In GB-LCA, the genes are assumed to be binary and rep-
resented by Xgτ

ijω. In each chromosome τfrom generation g,

a gene takes the value of 1 if channelω is assigned to the
link eij. Chromosome is a set of genes that is defined asCgτ

¼ fXgτ
ijωj∀eij∈ΓFTL; ∀ω∈Ωg . Each chromosome has nv

= |ΓFTL| × |Ω| genes in which |ΓFTL| and |Ω| are dimen-
sion of set ΓFTLand number of available frequency chan-
nels, respectively. Moreover, population is the set of np
chromosomes that are produced in each generation of the
algorithm implementation. The population of generation g
is shown by Gg = 〈Cgτ|τ = 1,…, np〉.

5.2.2 Cost function of GB-LCA
For each chromosome, the fitness function F(Cgτ) is,

F Cgτð Þ ¼ α1
PIgτ

PIg max þ α2
σ2;gτ
PI

σ2;g max
PI

; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð30Þ
where, PIgτis the potential interference on each chromo-
some τfrom generation g, which is defined as,

PIgτ ¼
X

∀eij∈ΓFTL

X
∀emn∈ΓFTLeij

X
∀ω∈Ω

PmaxGmjX
gτ
ijωX

gτ
mnω ð31Þ

This function is the total potential interference on re-

ceivers of all links in ΓFTL. Moreover, σ2;gτPI in (30) repre-
sents the variance of potential interference on frequency
channels in each chromosome. If potential interference
on each frequency channel is defined as (32),

PIgτω ¼
X

∀eij∈ΓFTL

X
∀emn∈ΓFTLeij

PmaxGmjX
gτ
ijωX

gτ
mnω ; ∀ω∈Ω;

ð32Þ
then the variance of potential interference would be,

σ2;gτPI ¼ 1
Ωj j
X
∀ω∈Ω

PIgτω −PI
gτ� �2

; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð33Þ

where PI
gτ ¼P∀ω∈ΩPI

gτ
ω =jΩj is the average potential

interference on all frequency channels. In (30), the
terms are normalized by using appropriate maximum
values. In other words, denominators of first and sec-
ond terms show maximum potential interference and
maximum variance of interference between all chromo-
somes of a generation, which can be obtained using
(34) and (35), respectively.

PIg max ¼ max∀τ0¼1;…;np PIgτ
0

� �
ð34Þ

σ2;g max
PI ¼ max∀τ0¼1;…;np σ2;gτ0

PI

� �
ð35Þ

To adjust the effect of each of the two objectives, we
use the coefficients αi; i = 1, 2 where∑i = 1, 2αi = 1.
The constraints of GB_LCA are defined in (36) and

(37). Equation (36) shows that a channel should be
assigned to each link of set. ∀eij ∈ Γ

FTL. Limitation on the
number of radio interfaces are given in (37).X

∀ω∈Ω

Xgτ
i jω ¼ 1 ; ∀ei j∈ΓFTL; ∀τ ¼ 1;…; np

ð36Þ
X

∀ei j∈Γ FTL

X
∀ω∈Ω

Xgτ
i jω þ

X
∀eqi∈Γ FTL

X
∀ω∈Ω

Xgτ
qiω≤ Ini ; ∀i∈V ;∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð37Þ
According to the definition of objective function (30) and

constraints (36), (37), the cost function is defined as (38),

COST Cgτð Þ ¼ F Cgτð Þ ; if constraints 36ð Þ and 37ð Þ are met
∞ ; otherwise

	

ð38Þ

If the constraints (36) and (37) are established for
each chromosome, COST(Cgτ)becomes equal toF(Cgτ);
otherwise the cost of the assumed chromosome be-
comes infinity. After introducing the concept of gene,
population and generation, now the implementation
steps of GB-LCA are described below. These steps in-
clude the production of initial population, production
and selection of next generation population, and the
termination condition.

5.2.3 Production of the initial population
In order to produce the first-generation population G1,
Genes of each chromosome should be initialized with re-
spect to constraints (36) and (37). For this purpose, a
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common channel is assigned to one of the radio inter-
faces of each node. We assign channels randomly to the
remaining radio interfaces such that different radios on
each node have different channels. By assigning fre-
quency channels to the end nodes of each link of set
ΓFTL, the genes of all chromosomes belonging to the first
generation are initialized.

5.2.4 Next generation population
The potential population is produced by combining the
chromosomes of the current generation, the children
chromosomes, and the mutated chromosomes.

5.2.4.1 Children chromosomes An important part of
the genetic algorithm is to create a new solution called
children. In order to produce the children chromo-
somes, the chromosomes of the parents are extracted
through tournament selection mechanism. In this
method, a set of nfa chromosomes from the current gen-
eration are chosen and the best one is selected as the
first parent [32]. This parent is called father and denoted
by Cgfa. The second parent (Cgma) is called mother and
is obtained similarly. If we show the two chromosomes
of ensuing children with Cgτ1

c and Cgτ2
c , then each gene

of these chromosomes is produced using crossover oper-
ator according to (39),

X
_gτ1

ijω ¼ 1−ϑij
� �

Xgfa
ijω þ ϑijX

gma
ijω

;∀eij∈ΓFTL; ∀ω∈Ω

X
_gτ2

ijω ¼ ϑijX
gfa
ijω þ 1−ϑij

� �
Xgma

ijω

ð39Þ

The coefficient ϑij is randomly selected as zero or one. In

addition, Xgfa
ijω and Xgma

ijω are genes of the selected parents

Cgfaand Cgma, respectively. This equation describes that the

channel assigned to link eij(gene X
_gτ1

ijω ) is selected randomly

among channels assigned to this link in parent chromo-
somes. Each time the crossover operator is run, two chro-
mosomes are produced. In this problem, the number of
children chromosomes is considered equal to nc.

5.2.4.2 Chromosomes resulting from mutation Ran-
dom variations of the chromosomes can decrease the
time for achieving optimal solution. The mutation op-
erator implements these random variations in
GB-LCA. The resulting chromosome from the muta-
tion is shown by Cgτ

m . If the number of given chromo-
somes for mutation is denoted by nm, these
chromosomes are selected randomly among the chro-
mosomes of the current generation.
In order to implement the mutation operator in

each selected chromosome, the genes are first catego-
rized based on the corresponding links. The set of
genes related to link eijare denoted as Xgτ

ijω ; ∀ω∈Ω .

Therefore, the number of sets of genes is equal to
|ΓFTL| . If we denote the required mutation rate with
μ, nμ = ⌈μ × |ΓFTL|⌉ sets must be selected randomly.
Then in each set and for each link eij, one of the
genes Xgτ

ijω ; ∀ω∈Ω is randomly set to 1 such that

constraint (37) is satisfied.

5.2.4.3 Choosing the population of next generation
The next generation population includes three sets of
current generation, the children chromosomes and the
mutated chromosomes. Figure 2 shows how population
of next generation is selected. If np, nc and nm represent
the number of current generation, children and mutants,
respectively, then the number of potential members of
the next generation population is equal tonp + nc + nm.
The number of chromosomes in each generation is
equal to np; therefore, some parts of the potential popu-
lation should be removed. To select the population of
next generation, the described three sets of

Fig. 2 Next generation selection in GB-LCA
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chromosomes are merged, and then np members with
less cost are selected according to the cost function (38).

5.2.5 Termination condition
We propose the following condition to stop execution,

ð40Þ
According to this equation, if the absolute value of the

difference between minimum costs of the current and
previous generations is less than , the algorithm is
stopped. Then, the chromosomes with lower costs are
chosen as the solution of the channel assignment prob-
lem. Thus, by executing the GB-LCA algorithm, fre-
quency channels are assigned to the links of set ΓFTL .
This process can minimize the potential interference on
each frequency channel, while at the same time satisfies
the constraints (36) and (37).

5.3 Third step- genetic based compatible sets formation
(GB-CSF)
In this section, we introduce the GB-CSF method for
extracting all compatible sets. In each compatible set,
the links can be active simultaneously without having
interference on each other, such that minimizing the
total transmission power and maximizing the total trans-
mission rate is guaranteed. Moreover, the balancing of
transmission rate between links is considered. GB-CSF
algorithm is only implemented on the links with similar
frequency channels; because other links with different
frequency channels can be activated simultaneously
without interfering with each other. If the links having
frequency channel ω ∈Ω are represented with ΓLCAω ,
GB-CSF is executed on each set of ΓLCAω iteratively. In
each execution on ΓLCA

ω , a set of links with lower cost
are determined. Then these links are eliminated from
ΓLCAω and the algorithm is executed again on the
remained links. This procedure continues until no other
link is remained in ΓLCA

ω . In the following, the execution
procedure of GB-CSF for a specific set ΓLCAω is described.
For other frequency channels, the same procedure is
repeated.

5.3.1 Genes, chromosome and population
In this problem, genes are represented with Pgτ

ij which

shows the transmission power of each link eijbelonging to
ΓLCAω . Therefore, gene is a continues variable that can take
a value in the interval [0, Pmax]. As mentioned before, a
chromosome is a set of nv genes which is defined as Sgτ

¼ fPgτ
ij j∀eij∈ΓLCAω g . The number of members of each

chromosome is equal to nv ¼ jΓLCAω jwhere jΓLCAω j is the

dimension of set ΓLCAω . Moreover, the set of np chromo-
somes is produced in each generation g of the algorithm
implementation. This set is shown by Gg = 〈Sgτ|τ = 1,…,
np〉.

5.3.2 Cost function of GB-CSF
In this problem, the fitness function F(Sgτ) is defined as (41),

F Sgτð Þ ¼ α1
X

∀eij∈ΓLCAω

Pgτ
ij

Pg max

0
@

1
A

−1

þ α2
X

∀eij∈ΓLCAω

ρgτij
ρg max

þ α3
σ2;gτ
ρ

σ2;g max
ρ

 !−1

; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð41Þ

In this equation, the first to third terms are related to
the total transmission power, the total transmission rate
on the links, and the transmission rate balancing in a
chromosome, respectively. For every gene of a chromo-
some, the corresponding transmission rate is deter-
mined using (42),

ρgτij ¼ max∀k¼1;…;M ρk SINRgτ
ij ¼ Pgτ

ij Gij

N0 þ
X

∀emn∈ΓLCAω neij
Pgτ
mn Gmj

0
@

1
A

≥γ ρk
� �

������������

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

; ∀eij∈ΓLCA
ω

ð42Þ

which is the maximum rate of each link eijto satisfy the
SINR constraint. If this constraint is not satisfied for
minimum transmission rate ρ1, the given link cannot be
activated simultaneously along with other links. If the
only objective is to maximize the transmission rate,
some links might have the maximum transmission rate,
while the others receive the minimum rate. For provid-
ing the balancing, variance of transmission rate should
be as small as possible. In (41), σ2;gτ

ρ is the transmission

rate variance of links in the chromosome Sgτ of gener-
ation g defined as,

σ2;gτρ ¼ 1

ΓLCA
ω

�� �� X
∀eij∈ΓLCAω

ρgτij −ρ
gτ

� �2
ð43Þ

in which, ρgτ ¼P∀eij∈ΓLCAω
ρgτij =jΓLCA

ω j is the average trans-

mission rate for all links of the chromosome τ. All terms
of (41) are normalized and then linearly combined using
appropriate coefficients αi ; i = 1, …, 3such that ∑i = 1, …,

3αi = 1 . The valuesPgmax, ρgmax and σ2;g max
ρ represent the

maximum values of transmission power, transmission
rate and variance of transmission rate, respectively.
These values are obtained using (44) and (45),
respectively,
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Pg max ¼ max∀τ′¼1;…;npð max∀ei j∈ΓLCAω
ðPgτ′

i j ÞÞ
ρg max ¼ max∀τ′¼1;…;npð max∀ei j∈ΓLCAω

ðρgτ′i j ÞÞ
ð44Þ

σ2;g max
ρ ¼ max∀τ′¼1;…;npðσ2;gτ

′

ρ Þ ð45Þ

According to the definition of F(Sgτ), the cost function
is defined in (46),

COST Sgτð Þ ¼ 1
F Sgτð Þ ð46Þ

The implementation steps of GB-CSF include the pro-
duction of initial population, production and selection of
next generation population, and the termination
condition.

5.3.3 Production of the initial population
In order to initialize the first generation, the transmis-
sion power of genes that are available in all chromo-
somes of the first generation should be determined. This

power is selected randomly in the range ½Pgτ; min
ij ; Pmax� ,

where Pgτ; min
ij represents the minimum power required for

transmission with the minimum possible rate on link eij as-
sumed no other link is active. This value is obtained as (47),

Pgτ; min
ij ¼ N0 � γ ρ1ð Þ

Gij
; ∀eij∈ΓLCAω ; ∀τ ¼ 1;…; np

ð47Þ

5.3.4 Next generation population
As mentioned before, the potential population is pro-
duced by combining the chromosomes of the current
generation, the children chromosomes, and the mutated
chromosomes. In the following, production of children
chromosomes and mutated chromosomes are presented
which are represented by Sgτc and Sgτm , respectively.

5.3.4.1 Children chromosomes In order to produce the
children chromosomes, parent chromosomes Sgfa and
Sgmashould be selected first. To have a better search in the
solution space, the parent chromosomes must be selected

randomly [33]. For this purpose, we use a roulette wheel
mechanism based on the normalized fitness function,

P Sgτð Þ ¼ F Sgτð ÞXnp
τ¼1

F Sgτð Þ
; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð48Þ
In this method, a line with unit length is considered,

and each segment of this line is assigned to each current
chromosome according to the value of P(Sgτ). In order
to select each parent chromosome, a random number
with uniform distribution is produced in the range [0,
1]. Then the chromosome corresponding to the gener-
ated random number is selected as the parent chromo-
some. For instance, Fig. 3 shows how parent
chromosome is selected. In this figure, the values of
P(Sgτ) for chromosomes 1 to 10 is considered as 0.19,
0.16, 0.13, 0.12, 0.10, 0.09, 0.07, 0.06, 0.05, and 0.03, re-
spectively. Based on these values, the length occupied by
each chromosome is determined on the line. For select-
ing a chromosome as a parent, the generated random
number should be located in the region that is occupied
by the corresponding chromosome. It is observed that in
this method, a chromosome with higher fitness is more
probable to be selected as a parent chromosome. More-
over, the chromosomes with negligible probability are
still possible to be selected; therefore, the variety of solu-
tions is preserved.
If we show the two chromosomes of the ensuing chil-

dren with Sgτ1c and Sgτ2c ; then, each gene of these chro-
mosomes is calculated according to (49),

P
_gτ1

ij ¼ 1−ηð ÞPgfa
ij þ ηPgma

ij

P
_gτ2

ij ¼ ηPgma
ij þ 1−ηð ÞPgfa

ij

: ð49Þ

in which Pgfa
ij and Pgma

ij are the genes of the parents.

According to (49), if ηis randomly selected in the range
[0, 1], the children gens (transmission power levels) can
never be outside the range of their parents. Therefore,
we define η in the interval −δ ≤ η ≤ 1 + δ in which δ is
selected randomly using the uniform distribution in the
interval [0, 1].

Fig. 3 Selection of parent chromosomes in GB-CSF
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5.3.4.2 Chromosomes resulting from mutation If the
resulting chromosome from the mutation is shown by
Sgτm , the number of mutated genes in this chromosome is
determined based on the mutation rate μ which reflects
the percentage of variation in the genes. In order to pre-
serve the historical memory of the algorithm, the new
power levels (mutated genes) must be produced in a way
that they are placed in the neighborhood of the selected
chromosomes for mutation. Therefore, we use the nor-
mal distribution for the mutation operator. There are a
lot of references such as [34–36] in which the normal
distribution is used for mutation operator. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the gene Pgτ

ij from chromo-

some Sgτis randomly selected for mutation. The mutated
gene is defined according to (50),

~P
gτ
ij ¼ Pgτ

ij þ εN 0; 1ð Þ ð50Þ

in which N(0,1) is the normal distribution function with
zero mean and unit variance. At the beginning, ε is con-
sidered in the range[0, Pmax]. After applying the mutation
operator, this parameter is modified according to (51),

εnew ¼ min Pmax; εold þ Δεð Þ ; if successful percent of mutation≥℘
max 0; εold−Δεð Þ ; otherwise

	

ð51Þ

The successful percentage of mutation is the number
of mutant chromosomes that their cost is reduced com-
pared to the original chromosome. In the above equa-
tion,℘ is an arbitrary threshold.

5.3.4.3 Choosing the population of next generation
Similar to the proposed method in 5–2-4 for GB-LCA,
at first all chromosomes of current population, children
chromosomes and mutation chromosomes must be
merged and then npmembers with lower cost are se-
lected as population of the next generation. Therefore,
in this method, the best chromosomes of each gener-
ation are transferred to the next generation and the his-
torical memory of the algorithm is preserved.

5.3.5 Termination condition
In order to stop the algorithm, the absolute value of the
difference between minimum costs of the current and
previous generations should not be higher
than the threshold. In other words, the termination con-
dition is similar to (40) in which the name of current
generation chromosomes and previous chromosomes
are replaced with Sgτand S(g − 1)τ, respectively. Here, the
chromosomes with lower costs are chosen among the
current generation chromosomes. Then, the links of this
chromosome are eliminated from the set ΓLCAω and the
procedure of extracting the compatible sets continues

until set ΓLCA
ω is emptied. The algorithm is repeated for

other sets.

5.4 Fourth step- genetic based cross-layer path selection
(GB-CLPS)
In this section, we introduce a Genetic Based
Cross-Layer Path Selection (GB-CLPS) algorithm that
uses path and channel selection tools to fulfill the goals
such as balancing and fairness. As explained earlier in
sections 5–1 to 5–3, first, the K best potential paths be-
tween node pairs were extracted in step 1 using KPBP;
then in step 2, the best channels were assigned to links
of these paths using GB-LCA. In step 3, the best com-
patible sets of links on each frequency channel were ob-
tained using GB-CSF. GB-CLPS algorithm selects the best
path for transmission among K selected paths between
each node pair such that not only throughput is maxi-
mized, but also balancing of frequency channels utilization
and nodes utilization and fairness between traffic flows
are provided. For this purpose, path and channel selection
tools based on genetic algorithm are used.

5.4.1 Genes, chromosome and population
A gene is a binary value denoted by Xgτ

uvk that is equal to
1 if the kth path is selected for traffic flow (u, v). A
chromosome is the set of genes that can be defined as
Ρgτ ¼ fXgτ

uvk jðu; vÞ∈Q; k ¼ 1; 2;…;Kg, where the number
of genes in the chromosome is equal to nv = |Q| × K.
Population is the set of np chromosomes of the problem.

5.4.2 Cost function of GB-CLPS
By determining each chromosome, paths between each
node pair u and v belong to set Q are determined. Traffic
on each link eijof the network is calculated as (52),

LT τ
ij ¼

X
∀ u;vð Þ∈Q

XK
l0¼1

TDuvX
gτ
uvl0χ

ij
uvl0 ; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…;np

ð52Þ

where, χ ij
uvl0 is a binary parameter that is equal to 1 if link

eij is on the l′th path between nodes u and v. For each
chromosome, the cost function COST(Pgτ) is defined
with (53),

COST Pgτð Þ ¼ α1

X
∀ω∈Ω

XNoSω
m¼1

TNgτ
ωm

TNg max
s

þ α2
σ2;gτ
SF

σ2;g max
SF

þ α3
σ2;gτ
n

σ2;g max
n

þα4
σ2;gτc

σ2;g max
c

; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð53Þ

In above equation, throughput maximization, fairness
and balancing of nodes utilization and channels utilization
are considered by four terms. To adjust the effect of each
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objective, coefficients αi ; i = 1, .., 4 are used, where ∑i = 1,

.., 4αi = 1. The first term of the cost function shows the
total time slots required for traffic transmission. Since the
transmission rate of each link is obtained using GB-CSF,
the maximum throughput is achieved by minimizing the
number of time slots required for traffic transmission. In
(53), NoSωis the number of available configuration sets for
frequency channelω, which is obtained from GB-CSF. In
addition, TNgτ

ωmthat is the maximum number of used time
slots when the mth configuration set is active on fre-
quency channel ω, is obtained using (54),

TNgτ
ωm ¼ max∀eij∈Γωm

LT τ
ij

ρij � T

 !
;∀m ¼ 1;…;NoSω;∀ω∈Ω

ð54Þ
where Γωm is the set of links of mth configuration set on
frequency channelω. In addition, ρijis the transmission
rate of link eijthat is obtained from GB-CSF, and T rep-
resents the length of each time slot. In order to calculate
TNgτ

ωm , the maximum number of time slots required for
transmitting traffic flows on each link of a configuration
set should be obtained.
For fairness, the variance of satisfaction factors of dif-

ferent traffic flows ( σ2;gτ
SF ) defined in (55) should be

minimized,

σ2;gτSF ¼ 1
Qj j

X
∀ u;vð Þ∈Q

SFτ
uv− SFτ

� �2
; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð55Þ
In this equation, SFτ

uv ¼ Cτ
uv=TDuv is the satisfaction

factor of service for each traffic flow (u,v) where Cτ
uv is

the transmission rate of the link on the path that re-
quires the maximum number of time slots for transmis-
sion. The amount of Cτ

uvis calculated from (56),

Cτ
uv ¼ arg maxρij ∀eij∈pathτuvj

LT τ
ij

ρij � T

 !
; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q

ð56Þ
in which pathτuv is the set of links on the selected path
between nodes u and v in chromosome τ. In addition, in
(55), SFτ ¼P∀ðu;vÞ∈QSF

τ
uv=jQj is the average of satis-

faction factors of all traffic flows.
In order to provide balancing, variances of node

utilization (σ2;gτn ) and frequency channel utilization (σ2;gτc )
should be minimized. σ2;gτ

n is defined as follows,

σ2;gτn ¼ 1
nτa

X
∀i∈V τ

a

Uτ
i −U

τ
n

� �2
;∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…;np

ð57Þ
where, V τ

a and nτa are the sets of active nodes and the num-
ber of active nodes in chromosome τth. An active node is a

node with non-zero traffic. Uτ
i and U

τ
nare the amount of

node i utilization and average of node utilization in
chromosome τ which are defined in (58) and (59),

Uτ
i ¼

1
Ini

X
∀ω∈Ω

XNOSω
m¼1

X
∀eij∈Sωm

LT τ
ij þ

X
∀eqi∈Sωm

LT τ
qi

0
@

1
A

0
@

1
A ; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np; ∀i∈V τ

a

ð58Þ

U
τ
n ¼

1
nτa

X
∀i∈V τ

a

Uτ
i ; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð59Þ
Similarly, the variance of channel utilization (σ2;gτc ) is

obtained using (60),

σ2;gτc ¼ 1

Ωτ
a

�� �� X
∀ω∈Ωτ

a

Uτ
ω−U

τ
c

� �2
; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð60Þ
where Ωτ

a and jΩτ
ajrepresent the set of active frequency

channels and the number of active frequency channels
in chromosome τ. An active channel is a channel in
which its traffic load is not zero. In addition, the
utilization and average utilization of each frequency
channel ω are defined in (61) and (62),

Uτ
ω ¼

XNOSω

m¼1

ð
X

∀ei j∈Γωm

LT τ
i jÞ ; ∀ω∈Ω; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð61Þ

U
τ
c ¼

1

Ωτ
a

�� �� X
∀ω∈Ωτ

a

Uτ
ω ; ∀τ ¼ 1; 2;…; np

ð62Þ
In eq. (53), TNg max

s , σ2;g max
SF ,σ2;g max

n and σ2;g max
c represent

the maximum values of total numbers of time slots, variance
of satisfaction factor, variance of node utilization and vari-
ance of channel utilization between all chromosomes, re-
spectively. These values can be obtained using (63) to (66),
respectively,

TNg max
s ¼ maxτ0¼1;2;…;np

X
∀ω∈Ω

XNoSω
m¼1

TNgτ0
ωm

 !
ð63Þ

σ2;g max
SF ¼ max∀τ0¼1;…;np σ2;gτ0

SF

� �
ð64Þ

σ2;g max
n ¼ max∀τ0¼1;…;np σ2;gτ0

n

� �
ð65Þ

σ2;g max
c ¼ max∀τ0¼1;…;np σ2;gτ0

c

� �
ð66Þ

5.4.3 Implementation of GB-CLPS
GB-CLPS is based on the implementation of a binary
genetic algorithm, and includes the following
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implementation steps: production of the initial popula-
tion, production and selection of next generation popu-
lation, and the termination condition. In order to
produce the first-generation population, we randomly
assign 0 or 1 to each gene in a chromosome. In each
chromosome, one path between ∀(u, v) ∈Q should be se-
lected. The potential population of the next generation
is formed from the population of chromosomes in the
current generation i.e. Pgτ ; τ = 1, …, np, mutation chro-
mosomes and children chromosomes.
In order to produce the children chromosomes, the chro-

mosomes of the parents are extracted through tournament
selection mechanism. In this method, nfa chromosomes are
selected from the current generation for the first parent
(father). These chromosomes are selected among current
generation chromosomes according to the cost function.
The second parent (Pgma) is obtained similarly. Each of the
genes in the two children chromosomes obtained from the
crossover operator by using eq. (67),

X
_gτ1

uvk ¼ 1−ϑuvð ÞXgfa
uvk þ ϑuvX

gma
uvk ; ∀ u; vð Þ∈Q; ∀k ¼ 1;…;K

X
_gτ2

uvk ¼ ϑuvX
gfa
uvk þ 1−ϑuvð ÞXgma

uvk

ð67Þ

where the coefficients ϑuv are randomly selected as zero
or one. Therefore, each time the crossover operator is
run, two chromosomes (Pgτ1

c and Pgτ2
c ) are produced. In

this problem, the number of children chromosomes is
considered equal to nc. As mentioned before, random
variations of chromosomes are performed by using mu-
tation operator. A chromosome produced by mutation is
shown byPgτ

m . The number of chromosomes selected for
mutation is denoted by nm. In order to implement the
mutation operator, we define the set of gens correspond-
ing to each traffic flow (u, v)as Xgτ

uvk ; ∀k ¼ 1;…;K . If
the required mutation rate is equal to μ, nμ =
⌈μ × |Q|⌉set of gens is randomly selected at first. Then
in each selected set and for every traffic flow(u, v), one
of the genes Xgτ

uvk ; ∀k ¼ 1;…;K is randomly set to 1.
In order to select the next generation population, the

three sets of chromosomes including current population,
children chromosomes and mutation chromosomes are
combined and np members are selected according to
their costs. The termination condition is similar to the
(40) where the chromosomes are replaced by Pgτ, and
the cost function is similar to (53). After the termination
condition is met, the chromosomes with lower cost will
be selected among the current generation of chromo-
somes. Thus, the best paths for traffic transmission are
selected by considering throughput, balancing and fair-
ness factors.

6 Experimental results and discussion
In this section, we evaluate the performance of
FTTC-TMBF and HFFTC-TMBF methods using some
different scenarios. In each scenario, a number of wire-
less mesh routers is randomly distributed in a given area.
Each router is equipped with at most three advanced
radio interfaces that can adjust the transmission power
in the range [0, Pmax] with Pmax equal to 20dbm. They
also can use different transmission rates using different
coding and modulation schemes. In order to have a suc-
cessful reception, the SINR level of the receiver must be
higher than the threshold value. According to IEEE
802.11a standard, different values of transmission rates
including 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 54 Mbps are avail-
able for each interface and the SINR threshold corre-
sponding to these values are 6.02, 7.78, 9.03, 10.79,
17.04, 18.8, 24.05 and 24.56 dB, respectively [37].
It is assumed that the maximum number of available

non-overlapping frequency channels that can be assigned
to radio interfaces is 12. Moreover, according to [13, 14],
the interference range and the parameterε of the propaga-
tion gain are set to 350m and 2.5 respectively, unless other-
wise specified. Here, the noise power is set to N0 = − 90
dBm, and the connectivity number K is set to 2. In
addition, the weight coefficients αiof the objective and cost
functions are assumed equal, unless otherwise specified.
Each point on the result graphs is the average obtained
from 100 simulation runs. In this paper, we used MATLAB
as simulation tool and GAMS as optimization solver.

6.1 Simulation and analysis of FTTC-TMBF
In this section, we compare the solution of the
FTTC-TMBF model with the algorithm introduced in
[9]. We assume that the nodes are randomly distributed
in a square area of 1km2. Also, ten traffic demands is
considered for the network where the volume of each
traffic flow is randomly selected between 15 and 30MB.
In Fig. 4, the performance of the FTTC-TMBF solution
with objective function (3) and coefficients α1 = 2/5, αi =
1/5; i = 2, 3, 4 is compared with the solution introduced
in [9]. As seen from Fig. 4a, the network throughput of
FTTC-TMBF is lower as compared to the [9]. This is be-
cause in [9], the fairness and balancing are not consid-
ered in the objective function and the optimization is
done only with the aim of throughput maximization;
while, our proposed model considers a complete set of
objectives including throughput maximization, fairness,
balancing and robustness against failures. Moreover, by
increasing the number of nodes, throughput is increased.
This is because the links length is decreased and accord-
ing to the power control ability of the algorithms, less
power is required for successful transmission; therefore,
the interference is decreased and throughput is im-
proved. This is obvious from the figure in interval n =
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10–20 for the algorithm in [9] and in interval n = 10–15
for FTTC-TMBF. With further increase in the number
of nodes, the throughput continues increasing as ex-
plained above, but because the nodes become very close
to each other, we reach the minimum transmission
power and from this point, the power control stops re-
ducing the transmission power. As a result, by increasing
the number of nodes beyond a threshold, the interfer-
ence is increased significantly. In this case, although the
received power is also increased, because of the dense
nodes and high interference, the throughput increase
slope is reduced.
Figure 4b represents the variance of node utilization

in FTTC-TMBF, which is decreased compared to [9].
This parameter is decreased as the number of nodes
is increased, because the fair distribution of traffic is
more possible by having more nodes in the network.

The comparison between the variance of channel
utilization is depicted in Fig. 4c when the number of
nodes is set to 20. It shows that the frequency chan-
nels are used more uniformly in FTTC-TMBF. More-
over, the utilization of the channels is more uniformly
as the number of frequency channels is increased,
which is due to the better traffic distribution among
different channels. Finally, Fig. 4d shows that the vari-
ance of satisfaction factor is decreased in
FTTC-TMBF, which means the fairness between dif-
ferent traffic flows is improved.
The impact of balancing and fairness factors on the

throughput has been investigated in Fig. 5. It is
shown that the variance of node utilization is de-
creased by increasing the effect of this factor in ob-
jective function (increasing coefficient α3 in (3)). Also,
by increasing the number of nodes, the throughput is

a b

c d
Fig. 4 The comparison of FTTC-TMBF performance and [9] (a) throughput (b) variance of node utilization (c) variance of channel utilization (d)
variance of satisfaction factor
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a

b

c
Fig. 5 Analysis of the impact of the fairness and balancing factors on the throughput in FTTC-TMBF (a) impact of the node utilization balancing
factor (b) impact of the channel utilization balancing factor (c) impact of the fairness factor
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increased because due to the reduced length of links
and lower transmission power for data transmission,
more links are active simultaneously. It is also evident
from Fig. 5a that by increasing the number of nodes,
traffic is more uniformly distributed on the nodes
that results in better balancing on nodes utilization.
Figure 5b shows that with any increase in the number of
channels, the variance of channel utilization is decreased
while the throughput is increased. This is because any in-
crease in the number of channels results in better distribu-
tion of traffic between different channels and therefore the
possibility of simultaneous transmissions is increased. This
figure also clarifies that by increasing the coefficient α4in
(3), a better balancing on the frequency channels
utilization is provided. However, the throughput is de-
creased slightly that is due to the reduced effect of the
throughput factor in the objective function. In Fig. 5c, the
impact of the fairness coefficient is analyzed. By any in-
crease in the amount ofα2 in (3), the fairness among traffic
flows is increased. However as mentioned before, the
throughput is slightly decreased that is due to the reduced
effect of the throughput factor in the objective function.

6.1.1 Remark
In addition to our proposed method, some other
cross-layer solutions are suggested in the literature
that consider throughput, balancing and fairness
jointly (for example [10, 11]). However, these solutions
consider only some of the available tools of power
control, rate adaptation, channel assignment, schedul-
ing and routing. Moreover, although references such
as [17, 19] consider the K-Connectivity of the network
graph, they do not consider other important objectives
such as fairness and balancing. Therefore, the men-
tioned references are not comparable with our pro-
posed methods that consider all available tools and a
complete set of metrics including throughput, balan-
cing, fairness, and K-Connectivity.

6.2 Simulation and analysis of HFTTC-TMBF
In this section, the performance of HFTTC-TMBF is
studied. Here, it is assumed that the nodes have been
distributed in a square area of 2km2. At first, the net-
work graph is specified using KPBP algorithm. In this
algorithm, the three best paths between each two
nodes u and v are selected using RCFuv, lcriteria with
αi = 1/3, i = 1, …, 3in (24).
As mentioned before, the implementation of steps 2 to

4 of HFTTC-TMBF are based on the genetic algorithm.
In [32, 33], some recommendations are provided regard-
ing the selection of proper parameters of genetic algo-
rithm. Considering these recommendations, we adjust
the population parameters of each generation on

. In
second step, the channel assignment is performed using

GB-LCA algorithm. In third step, we use GB-CSF algo-

rithm to extract the compatible sets based on the par-

ameter ε = 0.1dBm. Finally, we exploit the GB-CLPS

algorithm for path selection.
For comparing HFTTC-TMBF with FTTC-TMBF, it is

assumed that balancing and fairness factors are
neglected. In other words, the coefficients αi ; i = 2, …,
4 in objective function (3), α2 in (30), α3in (41) and αi ;
i = 2, …, 4in (53) are considered zero.
Figure 6 shows that the amount of throughput is re-

duced by about 5 kb/slot, i.e., about 20%, in
HFTTC-TMBF in comparison to the FTTC-TMBF. Due
to the computational complexity reduction in
HFTTC-TMBF, this throughput reduction is acceptable.
Moreover, Fig. 7a represents the effect of increasing α3
in (41) and α3 in (53) on node utilization balancing. It is
seen from this figure that by increasing these coeffi-
cients, the variance of node utilization and throughput is
decreased. Throughput reduction is the result of redu-
cing the throughput coefficient in the objective function.
Moreover, by increasing the number of nodes, the links
length is decreased which is due to the fixed network
area. This reduces the interference according to the
power control and rate adaptation and therefore,
throughput is increased. However, with further increase
in the number of nodes, they become closer to each
other that increase the interference and therefore, the
throughput-increasing slope is decreased. In addition, in-
creasing the number of nodes leads to better distribution
of traffic among nodes such that it improves the amount
of node utilization balancing.

Fig. 6 The comparison of throughput in FTTC-TMBF and HFTTC-TMBF
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Figure 7b shows the performance of HFTTC-TMBF
in achieving frequency channel balancing. It is ob-
served from this figure that any increment in the
amount of α4 and α2 in (53) and (30) respectively, re-
sults in decreasing the variance of frequency channel
utilization and enhancing the balancing. Moreover, it
is seen that any increase in the number of channels
improves the throughput and frequency channel bal-
ancing which is due to the better traffic distribution
between frequency channels. Moreover, Fig. 7c shows
that the fairness is improved with the increase in the
number of nodes, which is due to the selection of
paths with less volume of traffic. Moreover, the vari-
ance of satisfaction factor is decreased by increasing
the α2 in (53) from 1/5 to 1/2. In other words, fair-
ness is improved.

In the following, the effect of the coefficients αifrom
the routing cost function (24) on throughput is investi-
gated. In the present simulation, the amount of α2in
(30), α3in (41) and αi ; i = 2, …, 4 in (53) have been set
to 1/5. As it can be seen from Fig. 8, increasing α1
and α2 in (24) results in increasing the throughput. This
is mainly due to the higher effect of hop counts on the
routing measure. Therefore, the probability of selecting
shorter paths and decreasing the transmission power
has been increased which in turn results in the inter-
ference reduction and throughput improvement.
When α2 in (24) is increased, the paths with lower
amount of sum and maximum potential transmission
power have been selected, and consequently, the
throughput has been improved due to the reduction
of potential interference. Figure 8also shows the effect
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Fig. 7 Analysis of the impact of the fairness and balancing factors on the throughput in HFTTC-TMBF (a) impact of the node utilization balancing
factor (b) impact of the channel utilization balancing factor (c) impact of the fairness factor
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of increasing α3 in (24) on balancing. Here, due to
the selection of paths with smaller number of repeti-
tive nodes, the balancing in the use of nodes resource
has slightly been improved.

6.3 Complexity analysis
According to [6], the problem decomposition de-
creases the computational complexity considerably.
Moreover, using meta-heuristic algorithms like Gen-
etic algorithm is a common solution for decreasing
the complexity of optimization problems. Therefore,
the HFTTC-TMBF method which uses both the prob-
lem decomposition idea and the Genetic algorithm,
definitely reduces the computational complexity as
compared to the FTTC-TMBF.
As the number of variables of the FTTC-TMBF and

HFTTC-TMBF methods is very high and their algo-
rithm structures are very complex, comparing their
complexities analytically is very difficult (if not impos-
sible). So, we preferred to measure the run time as
an indication of the complexity degree of the algo-
rithms. In order to measure the run times of the al-
gorithms, both methods FTTC-TMBF and
HFTTC-TMBF are again simulated. In a certain sce-
nario with 10 nodes and 5 non-overlapping channels,
the run time needed for convergence was 356 min for
FTTC-TMBF, while in HFTTC-TMBF, the run time
reduced to 15.5 min. For different scenarios, the run

time of FTTC-TMBF is roughly 20–30 times of the
HFTTC-TMBF.

7 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we considered the problem of resource
allocation and topology control in wireless mesh net-
works, comprehensively. To this end, we first pro-
posed a comprehensive cross layer model in which a
complete set of available tools including power
control, rate adaptation, channel assignment and se-
lection, scheduling and routing are used simultan-
eously in order to maximize the throughput.
Moreover, a complete set of objectives including
channel utilization balancing, node utilization balan-
cing, fairness and robustness against failures in
addition to the throughput maximization are in-
cluded in the proposed model.
In order to reduce the computational complexity of

the comprehensive model, we have proposed four step
HFTTC-TMBF heuristic method in which first the K
best disjoint paths were chosen between each node pair
of the network. Then GB-LCA method is proposed for
assigning channels to links of these paths by using the
genetic algorithm such that the potential interference is
minimized. In next step, GB-CSF is employed to extract
the sets of compatible links on each frequency channel
that can be activated simultaneously without any inter-
ference. These sets are selected with regard to the

Fig. 8 Analysis of the effect of the coefficients αi from the Cost function (24) in HFTTC-TMBF on the throughput and balancing
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maximization of transmission rates and providing bal-
ancing between transmission rates of the links. Fi-
nally, for selecting the best paths for transmitting the
traffic flows, GB-CLPS algorithm is proposed in
which objectives such as node utilization balancing,
frequency channel balancing and fairness are obtained
employing channel selection and path selection tools.
In order to verify the performance of the proposed
methods, extensive simulations were done. The ana-
lysis of simulation results showed the efficiency of the
proposed methods in terms of throughput, balancing
and fairness.
The proposed algorithms of this paper are imple-

mented in a centralized manner. The centralized imple-
mentation is a proper choice, because:

1. The topology of the wireless mesh networks is
nearly fixed. In addition, there are usually one or
more gateways for connecting WMN to the
Internet or other fixed networks. Fixed and
powerful gateways are proper places for
implementing centralized algorithms.

2. Today, the concept of Software Defined Networking
(SDN) is accepting widely by the researches for
implementing the centralized control modules
for the networks. In SDN-WMN architecture,
the algorithms are run on a logical centralized
control device.

However, implementation of the proposed algorithms
in a distributed manner is straightforward and is leaved
as a future work. In this regard, we must design some
control packets for collecting and distributing informa-
tion locally at each node.
In addition, besides the variance criterion that is used

in this paper to establish the fairness, balancing and the
uniform distribution of rate and transmission power be-
tween different nodes, other metrics such as max-min
and proportional fairness are also applicable in future
works.
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